Power Control of Direct Interconnection Technique for Airborne Wind Energy Systems
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Abstract: In this paper, an offshore airborne wind energy (AWE) farm consisting of three non-reversing pumping mode AWE systems is modelled and simulated. The AWE systems employ permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSG). A direct interconnection technique is developed and implemented for AWE systems. This method is a new approach invented for interconnecting offshore wind turbines with the least number of required offshore-based power electronic converters. The direct interconnection technique can be beneficial in improving the economy and reliability of marine airborne wind energy systems. The performance and interactions of the directly interconnected generators inside the energy farm internal power grid are investigated. The results of the study conducted in this paper, show the directly interconnected AWE systems can exhibit a poor load balance and significant reactive power exchange which must be addressed. Power control strategies for controlling the active and reactive power of the AWE farm are designed, implemented, and promising results are discussed in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Airborne wind energy (AWE) is a new emerging technology to overcome the technical and the economic constraints of conventional wind turbines for harnessing the stronger and more consistent winds present at higher altitudes. This technology utilises a tethered free-flying kite or glider or flying turbine (in some design approaches) to reach altitudes unreachable for conventional wind turbines. It eliminates the requirement for tough civil structures to elevate the system into the wind. Thus far, several types of the AWE systems have been invented and introduced by researchers and engineers in different universities and companies [1]. The non-reversing pumping-mode AWE system employing a kite or a glider for harnessing the wind energy is the focus of this paper [2]. Non-reversing pumping mode AWE systems have been initially developed at the University of Limerick, Ireland [2, 3, 19]. In this type of pumping mode AWE system, a kite or glider is tethered to a ground station consisting of a tether drum coupled to a generator and a fractional scale recovery motor. The operation cycle is divided into two phases, power phase, and recovery phase. During the power phase, the generator is mechanically connected to the tether drum and generates electrical power from the tension profile provided by the flying wing. At the maximum tether length, the operation must be switched to the recovery phase. During the recovery phase, the generator is mechanically bypassed by an overrunning clutch, and the tether drum is reversed by the recovery motor to recover the tether to its initial length [2]. Use of a separate fractional scale motor for the recovery process is the principal deference of the non-reversing pumping mode AWE systems with the conventional pumping mode AWE devices where they reverse the generator to be used as a motor for the recovery process. Reversing the generator in the conventional pumping mode procedure creates difficulty for utility-scale grid interconnection due to the inefficiencies of stopping a large generator and reversing the system as a motor [2]. A variation on the concept of using a separate motor and generator for the recovery phase and power phase are considered by the researchers at TU Delft [4]. The non-reversing pumping mode AWE system is illustrated in Figure 1 (see [2] for greater detail).
Pican et al. first introduced direct interconnection technique (DIT) in 2011 for conventional offshore wind turbines [5, 6]. In this technique, unlike the conventional approach, all the offshore units are directly interconnected to each other without any power electronic converter. After dispatching the generated power to shore, the farm power is converted in compliance with grid codes by a back to back converter or several paralleled back to back converters. Given that the power electronic converters possess the third highest rate of failure among the wind turbine sub-assemblies [7] and given high expenses of off-shore operations for offshore located back to back converters, this method could provide a significant improvement in the economy and the reliability of the offshore airborne wind energy systems. The direct interconnection technique and the conventional approach for off-shore power integration are illustrated in Figure 2. The first DIT implementation attempt for AWE systems is reported in [2]. In this paper, a DIT algorithm is implemented on an offshore AWE farm simulation model proving the initial feasibility of this technique for pumping mode AWE system. However, there remain many questions about the efficiency and power control of the directly interconnected AWE systems that need to be answered.

![Figure 1. Simplified schematic of a non-reversing pumping-mode airborne wind energy system.](image1)

![Figure 2. Conventional approach and direct interconnection technique for an off-shore AWE farm: (a) Conventional interconnection method; (b) Direct interconnection technique](image2)

This paper aims to evaluate and optimise the power control of the directly interconnected non-reversing pumping mode AWE systems. Considering AWE systems are directly interconnected to the main bus of the energy farm without any power electronic converter, the power control of the internal grid is a critical question as it is a highly dominant factor on the efficiency and performance of the AWE energy farm. In this regard, this research focuses on the power control of the directly interconnected AWE generators inside the internal power grid of an energy farm. Three non-reversing pumping mode AWE systems are modelled and simulated as a minimum viable offshore energy farm. The AWE generators are directly interconnected to the main bus of the energy farm in accordance with the proposed algorithm and by use of automatic frequency and
synchronisation controllers. The interaction of the directly interconnected AWE systems inside the internal power grid is studied. Active power, reactive power, power factor, voltage sag and total harmonic distortion (THD) are measured and analysed for the internal power grid of the AWE energy farm. A reactive power compensator (RPC) is designed and implemented to improve the reactive power exchange inside the energy farm internal grid. Also, a load sharing controller (LSC) is developed to control the active power and load balance. Comparing the power generated by the directly interconnected non-reversing pumping mode AWE systems before and after adding LSC and RPC shows a significant improvement in voltage and current oscillations, load balance, and reactive power of the internal power grid.

2. Simulation model

The power system diagram of the modelled off-shore AWE farm is illustrated in Figure 3. As can be seen, the farm consists of three non-reversing pumping mode AWE systems. In this model, permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSG) are used as the electrical power take-off. Each AWE system is equipped with an automatic frequency controller (AFC). The AFC in conjunction with the kite flight controller attempts to regulate the incoming torque from the kite to achieve the operating frequency. The direct interconnection algorithm is demonstrated in Figure 4. After reaching the desired frequency, the automatic synchronisation controller (ASC) starts to work. The ASC compares the frequency, voltage amplitude and voltage angle of the generator and the main bus and once they meet the synchronisation criteria (equal frequencies, equal voltages and equal voltage angles), it interconnects the corresponding AWE unit with the main bus. Before the interconnection, each system is connected to a local resistive dump load, and after the main bus interconnection, the generator is connected to the load along with the other interconnected AWEs.

Table 1 shows the specifications of the modelled offshore AWE farm. The nominal frequency of the farm is 18.6 Hz. Controlling the frequency of the farm within an appropriate range around the nominal value is critical for efficient power generation considering the wind speed and the rated frequency and speed of the system components such as the generators. The operation cycle of the AWE systems is 120 seconds with a duty cycle of 80% which means each generation unit operates 96 seconds in the power phase of operation and 24 seconds in the recovery phase of the operation. To achieve a continuous power at the main bus a 26 seconds delay between the operations of the generators is implemented. The simulation is performed by MATLAB/Simulink Simscape Power Systems software.

![Figure 3. Power system diagram of the simulated offshore non-reversing pumping mode AWE farm](image)
### Table 1. Simulation model specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMSG nominal frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMSG flux linkage (Wb)</td>
<td>6.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMSG stator resistance (mΩ)</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMSG number of pole pairs</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dump loads resistance (Ω)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main load resistance (Ω)</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWE period (s)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWE duty cycle (%)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWE cycle phase delay (s)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission line length (km)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission line inductance (mH/km)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission line capacitance (μF/km)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Direct interconnection algorithm](image)

**Figure 4.** Direct interconnection algorithm
2.1. Tethered wing and power take-off model

The basic dynamic equation of the system is given by [2]:

\[ T_m - T_e - B \omega_r - T_f = J \frac{d\omega_r}{dt} \]  

(1)

Where \( T_e \) is the electromagnetic torque from the generator, \( B \) is the generator and drive combined viscous friction coefficient, \( T_f \) is the friction torque of the drive, and \( J \) is the combined generator and drivetrain inertia.

The speed of the tether drum can be calculated by (2).

\[ V_t = r \cdot \omega_d \]  

(2)

Where \( \omega_d \) is the angular velocity of the tether drum and \( r \) is the radius of the drum. The tether drum mechanical torque is given by:

\[ T_m = F_t \cdot r \]  

(3)

Where \( F_t \) is the tether force as explained in [8]. The tether drum is connected directly to the generator, and therefore the velocity of the generator rotor is equal to the velocity of the drum:

\[ \omega_d = \omega_r \]  

(4)

Figure 5 shows the torque provided by the kite and the tether to the generator. The torque is modelled as a constant torque with two fluctuating components added to it; a sinusoidal torque representing the periodic manoeuvre of the wing in the figure of eights and a band limited white noise torque describing the wind turbulence. Given that the AWE technology is still under development and most AWE projects are in the prototype stage, large datasets of kite test results for modelling the torque from the kite and tether are not available yet. Hence, it is difficult to model the actual shaft torque generated by the kite. However, comparing the torque in Figure 5 with the represented results in [2, 9-12], shows the torque in Figure 5 can be considered comparable to the torque in experimental systems.

![Figure 5. Generator input mechanical torque availability from the kite and tether](image)

2.2. Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator Model

The electromagnetic force of a PMSG with round rotor in the rotor d-q reference frame is given by [5]:

\[ T_e = \frac{3}{2} n_p \cdot \psi_{PM} \cdot i_q \]  

(5)

Where \( n_p \) is the number of pole pairs, \( \psi_{PM} \) is flux linkage generated by the magnets and \( i_q \) is the stator current. The internal voltage of the stator windings can be computed by (6):

\[ |E| = 2\pi f_e \cdot \psi_{PM} \]  

(6)
Where $f_e$ is electrical frequency and is given by (7):

$$f_e = \frac{\text{rpm}}{2\pi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The voltage of the stator in the d-q frame is determined by (8) and (9).

$$u_{sd} = -R_s i_{sd} - 2\pi f_e \psi_{sq} + \frac{d\psi_{sd}}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$u_{sq} = -R_s i_{sq} - 2\pi f_e \psi_{sd} + \frac{d\psi_{sq}}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Where $u_{sd}$ and $u_{sq}$ are the stator voltages at the terminals of the generator, $R_s$ is the resistance of the stator windings, and $i_{sd}$ and $i_{sq}$ represent the stator current in the d-q frame. The induced flux linkages of the stator are given by (10) and (11).

$$\psi_{sd} = -L_d i_{sd} + \psi_{PM}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\psi_{sq} = -L_q i_{sq}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Where $L_d$ and $L_q$ are the stator inductances in the d-q frame. The active and reactive powers of the synchronous generator are given by (12) and (13) respectively.

$$P_{gen} = \frac{3}{2} [u_{sd} i_{sd} + u_{sq} i_{sq}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$Q_{gen} = \frac{3}{2} [u_{sq} i_{sd} + u_{sd} i_{sq}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

3. Simulation results

The frequency of the generators for 600 seconds is demonstrated in Figure 6. AWE1 starts to work at $t=0$, and AWE2 and AWE3 launch the operation with 26 seconds delay at $t=26s$ and $t=52s$ respectively. With the operation of each generation unit, automatic frequency controller and automatic synchronisation controller are activated to prepare the corresponding system for the main bus interconnection. As can be seen in Figure 6, AWE2 is integrated into the main bus at $t= 51.69s$, and AWE3 joins the main bus at $t=79.45s$. Since the incoming torque from the wing is highly oscillatory, it is not possible to achieve a constant frequency. However, the AFCs can control the steady state frequency within a reasonable range (less than 5% error) around the operational frequency. After interconnecting all generation units to the main bus, the generators are synchronised, and one AFC can control the main bus frequency. Hence AFC1 is considered as the main bus frequency controller, and if AFC1 is in the recovery phase or faulty, AFC2 operates as the backup main bus controller.

![Figure 6. Frequencies of generators](image)

The generated power at the main bus is demonstrated in Figure 7. At the start, only AWE1 is interconnected with the main bus and generates 105kW electrical power. After the interconnection of AWE2 and AWE3, the electrical power at the main bus increases to 235kW and 350kW respectively. However, the power generated by each generator is discontinuous. The total power at the main bus is continuous due to the applied time delay between the operation of the AWE systems. Due to the
fluctuations in incoming torque from the wing, the active power at the main bus is highly oscillatory. Hence, the utilisation of a power electronic converter before interconnection to the load or the grid is proposed as necessary. According to Figure 8, the RMS value of the phase voltage at the main bus is 564V, and the peak value of the main bus voltage is 810V. Figure 9 shows the measured RMS current at the terminals of the generators and the main bus. As can be seen, after the interconnection of all generators to the main bus, total current at the main bus changes between 210A to 260A. In Figure 9, the power phase and the recovery phases of the operation are highlighted by green and red colour respectively.

Figure 7. Generated active power of the farm at the main bus

![Figure 7. Generated active power of the farm at the main bus](image1)

Figure 8. Main bus RMS voltage

![Figure 8. Main bus RMS voltage](image2)

When a directly interconnected AWE unit operates in the recovery phase, it stops power generation and operates as an unloaded synchronous motor. This condition leads to the increase of power generation by other generators to compensate the power shortage so that power in the main bus is continuous. However, the increase in the power generation is not equal. For instance, between t=96s and t=120s when AWE1 is in the recovery phase, AWE2 and AWE3 change their generated current to around 59A and 200A respectively. An uneven contribution in the generated current can be harmful to the farm power system by increasing the risk of a pole-slipping fault [13, 14] and increasing the power losses and current inconsistency due to the circulating current between the generators [15]. A load sharing controller (LSC) is designed and developed to maintain the load balance in the farm power network. The control diagram of the farm is illustrated in Figure 10. The LSC measures and compares the current at the main bus and the generated current by each interconnected generator. If the LSC recognises that a generator is loaded more than other generators it tries to correct the generator contribution by regulating the mechanical torque applied to the generator. The mechanical torque regulation can be performed by sending a command signal to the kite controller which alters the trajectory and aerodynamic properties of the wing. Figure 11 demonstrates the generators and the bus currents after adding the LSC. As can be seen, the load is divided equally between the generators. For instance, between t=96s and 120s when AWE1 is in the recovery phase, the generated currents by AWE2 and AWE3 increase evenly to 110A. As mentioned, after interconnection of all generators to the main bus, AFC1 operates as the pilot controller to control the farm frequency. In the load sharing strategy, AWE1 is the only generation unit which is permitted to generate slightly more than other generators for the frequency regulation. Comparing Figure 9 and Figure 11 shows the implementation of the LSC causes a significant reduction in the main bus current fluctuations.
Figure 9. AWE farm currents

Figure 10. AWE farm control diagram
In Figure 9 and Figure 11, it can be observed that when a directly interconnected AWE unit is in the recovery phase, the PMSG exchanges about 74A current with the main bus of the internal power grid. This circulation is due to the reactive power exchange between the idling recovery phase generator and the other generators. To elaborate, during the recovery phase the generator is mechanically decoupled from the kite and the tether drum, but it remains electrically connected to the main bus. In this condition, the permanent magnet synchronous generator operates as an unloaded synchronous motor. This unloaded synchronous motor draws a small amount of active power and exchanges a significant amount of reactive power to stay synchronised with the other generators. The reactive power exchange can be seen in Figure 12. As an illustration, between t=96s and t=120s, AWE1 is in the recovery phase, and it exchanges 125kVAR leading reactive power with the main bus. During the same time, it can be seen that the reactive powers of AWE2 and AWE3 are increased to 62kVAR and 63kVAR lagging respectively. This reactive power exchange between the recovery phase AWE and the power phase AWEs reduces the power factor of the generators. Also, it results in increased power losses by increasing the current flow through the internal power grid equipment such as transmission lines, generators, transformers and circuit breakers. A reactive power controller (RPC) is developed and implemented for each AWE unit. The RPC consists of a variable capacitor bank parallel to the terminals of the generator, and a controller tracking the reactive power exchanges. If an RPC detects any lagging reactive power at the output of an AWE unit, it switches the appropriate number of capacitors to the generator terminal to compensate the lagging reactive power. In Figure 3, the capacitor banks are specified by C1, C2, and C3 for AWE1, AWE2 and AWE3 respectively. After adding RPC to each AWE unit, the reactive power exchange is limited to the synchronous machine and the shunt capacitor banks connected to the machine.
terminals, and it is not exchanged between the AWE units through the farm internal power grid anymore.

Figure 12. AWE farm reactive power exchange without RPC active

Figure 13 demonstrates the reactive power exchange inside the energy farm internal power grid after adding the RPCs. As can be seen, when an AWE unit is in the recovery phase, the amount of exchanged reactive power with other generators is decreased by 95%. For instance, when AWE1 is in the recovery phase (between t=96 and 120) the exchanged reactive power with the AWE2 and AWE3 (except during the transient time of the phase transmission) is 6.5kVAR approximately. During this period, the lagging reactive power is compensated by RPC2 and RPC3. Similarly, when AWE2 and AWE3 operate in the recovery phase, the lagging reactive power is compensated by RPC1 and RPC3 for the AWE2 recovery phase, and RPC1 and RPC2 for the AWE3 recovery phase, and the circulating reactive power is decreased significantly. This reactive power compensation can improve the capacity of the AWE energy farm for providing more active power to the load/grid by reducing the circulating current inside the internal power grid. Figure 14 shows the farm currents after the utilisation of RPCs. Compared to Figure 11, the current exchange of the recovery phase AWE with the main bus has decreased from 74A to 3.5A which is 95.27% reduction in the circulating current.

Figure 13. AWE farm reactive power exchange with RPC active

Table 2 compares the average power factors of the AWE units before and after the use of RPCs. In this table, “+” indicates the lagging power factor, and “−” represents the leading power factor. A significant improvement in the power factor can be seen by adding RPCs to the farm. For instance, without RPC, the average power factor of the AWE1 during the recovery phase is 0.01 leading while by RPC, it is corrected to 0.83 lagging. The power factor improvement can be observed for AWE2 and AWE3 as well. The average power factor of AWE2 and AWE3 over the recovery phase is improved from the weak value of 0.01 leading to 0.70 and 0.72 lagging respectively. Also, the average power factor of the power phase AWEs when one AWE unit operates in recovery phase is improved to the value of 1.

Figure 15 shows a voltage sag investigation at the main bus of the energy farm. According to IEEE 1159 standard, voltage sag is a voltage drop to between 10 to 90 percent of the nominal voltage lasting more than half of a cycle and less than one minute [16]. Voltage sag can happen as the result of events such as short circuit fault, the start of induction motors and variations in the load [16]. This type of voltage drop can be a critical problem since it can affect the proper operation of the power system causing damage to the power grid and end-user equipment [16]. Also, it may lead to unwanted protection system trips [16]. In DIT, the transition of an interconnected generator from power phase to recovery phase and vice versa cases, variations in the mechanical torque and speed
of the tethered wing, and the switching operation of the capacitor banks (after adding RPCs) can potentially cause voltage sag in the energy farm power network. The represented voltage sag analysis in Figure 15 compares voltage sag events with and without the LSC and RPC for 600 seconds of the simulation at the main bus of the internal power grid. In this figure, the term ‘N’ represents how many times each voltage sag event has happened. Figure 15a shows that without the LSC and RPCs, a total of 22 voltage sag events have occurred. Among them, the most intensive is the sag to 45% with the duration of 119.18 cycles and a repetition of four times. The longest voltage sag is 238.36 cycles with a magnitude of 65% and repetition five times. The sag to 89% is the most frequent voltage sag event with 13 repetitions and duration of 106.14 cycles. Figure 15b represents voltage sag analysis after adding the LSC and RPCs. The number of voltage sag events is reduced to 11; a 50% improvement in the number of voltage sag events. In Figure 15b the most intensive event is a sag to 85% with a duration of 1.30 cycles, compared to the most intensive sag before adding LSC and RPCs (Figure 15a) 88.88 and 98.90 percent improvement in the magnitude and duration is achieved respectively. Also, Figure 15b shows that the longest sag with LSC and RPCs is 55.68 cycles while without LSC and RPCs it was 238.36 cycles, i.e. 76.64% improvement.

Table 2. Average power factors of AWE units with and without RPC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power phase</th>
<th>Recovery phase</th>
<th>AWE1 Without RPC</th>
<th>AWE1 With RPC</th>
<th>AWE2 Without RPC</th>
<th>AWE2 With RPC</th>
<th>AWE3 Without RPC</th>
<th>AWE3 With RPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AWE2, AWE3</td>
<td>AWE1</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>+0.83</td>
<td>+0.95</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.94</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWE1, AWE3</td>
<td>AWE2</td>
<td>+0.94</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>+0.70</td>
<td>+0.95</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWE2, AWE1</td>
<td>AWE3</td>
<td>+0.94</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.95</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16 investigates the total harmonic distortion (THD) of the main bus current before and after implementation of the LSC and RPCs. THD is an index showing the signal distortion due to harmonics. Current THD can be determined by (14) as the ratio of the cumulative harmonics to the fundamental frequency of the current [17].

$$THD_i(\%) = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=2}^{\infty} I_i}{I_1} \right) \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Where $I_i$ is the RMS value of i-th order harmonic and $I_1$ is the RMS value of the fundamental frequency of the current.

In Figure 16a it can be observed that without the implementation of the LSC and RPCs the main bus current THD can rise to 65.3%. Figure 16b shows the maximum current THD is decreased to 27.94% by the use of LSC and RPCs which is a 57.21% decrease in current THD at the main bus. This significant improvement in the THD of the power generated by the directly interconnected generators is highly effective in the reduction of core losses in power transformers and electrical machines lowering the thermal stress on the farm internal power grid equipment [18]. However, this THD is still unsuitable for electric power consumers as according to the IEEE Std. 519-1992 the current THD at the point of common coupling (PCC) with the infinite power grid must be below 5% [18]. Hence, THD must be reduced to less than 5% for the grid interconnection by the implementation of one or several paralleled back to back power electronic converters in the onshore substation before integration with the infinite power grid. As mentioned, such converters are in any case required for frequency and voltage compliance.
**Figure 14.** AWE farm currents after using RPCs active

**Figure 15.** Voltage sag events at the main bus: (a) Voltage sag events without LSC and RPCs; (b) Voltage sag events with LSC and RPCs active.
4. Discussion and Conclusions

The direct interconnection technique is a novel approach for the integration of offshore airborne wind energy systems. In this technique, transferring the power electronic converters from the offshore site to shore can significantly improve the economy and reliability of the offshore AWE farms. However, this paper shows that the elimination of the power electronic converters from the terminals of the generators and the integration of AWE generators directly to the offshore main bus can lead to less controllability and hence reduced power factor, significant reactive power exchange between the generators, poor load balance, and wild fluctuations in voltage and current. Accordingly, a DIT internal power grid needs power controllers to improve the efficiency and reliability of generated power. It is shown that without controlling the contribution of each generator in the active power generation, the load is divided unequally between the generators. This uneven load sharing loads some generators more than other generators and can be harmful to the overloaded generators and the internal power grid equipment such as transformers, breakers, and capacitors. The reactive power exchange between the directly interconnected airborne wind energy systems is analysed. It is shown that when an AWE unit operates in the recovery phase, it exchanges a considerable amount of reactive power with other interconnected machines to stay synchronised with them. This reactive power exchange causes a significant circulating current within the AWE energy farm leading to a reduced active power capacity of the energy farm and the increased power losses of the internal power grid equipment such as the transmission lines and transformers. A load sharing controller is designed and implemented to control the load balance inside the farm. The LSC measures and compares the generated current of each generator and the total bus current to maintain load balance. Comparing the generated current before and after adding LSC shows a significant improvement in the farm load flow. With LSC included, the generators give an equal contribution to the load demand, and even when a unit is in recovery the generated power from the other generators increases equally in response to the power shortage. Reactive power controllers (RPC) are developed and implemented for each AWE unit to control the reactive power exchange. The reactive power exchange before and after adding RPCs is compared. The simulation results show that the use of RPCs considerably decreases the reactive power exchange between the directly interconnected AWE systems. Also, it causes a significant power factor improvement and 95% reduction in the amount of circulating current inside the internal power grid. Voltage sag and THD are investigated. It is shown that by the appropriate control of active and reactive power for directly interconnected pumping mode AWE systems it is possible to make a reduction of 57.21% and 50% in current THD and the number of voltage sag events respectively. Similarly, considerable improvements in the magnitude and duration of voltage sag events are achieved by the implementation of the LSC and RPCs.
Controlling active and reactive power is a critical factor for improving the reliability and efficiency of the directly interconnected airborne wind energy systems. This research has achieved a notable improvement in the quality of power inside the internal power grid for the directly interconnected AWE systems by the design and implementation of appropriate active and reactive power controllers. However, due to the variable mechanical power input from the AWE kites, this power still requires on-shore power electronic converters (back to back converters) prior to integration with the infinite power grid or load. For the future, this research work plans to study the integration of directly interconnected pumping mode AWE systems to the infinite power grid via back to back power electronic converters.
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